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Mobile Storage Systems

Mobile Features

Today’s storage systems demand better use of space, 
increased flexibility, and adaptability for future growth. 

Unique Rail Guidance System

Aurora’s exclusive mobile guidance system provides 
straight tracking carriage movement with no play be-
tween rail and wheel.

- Patented Concave Wheel/Convex Rail Design.

- Even heavily loaded carriages move smoothly and
securely.

Exclusive Rail Design

A barrier free rail makes the mobile system accessible 
and eliminates tripping hazards. Mail or supply carts are 
no problem as they roll easily over the rail.

Perfectly Aligned Rail

Dual pins ensure perfect alignment where rail is joined 
together, eliminating movement in any direction.

Safety Features

Mechanical Assist Models

- Premium Aisle Safety Lock prevents carriage movement
when locked.
- Optional Mechanical Safety Sweep* stops carriage
movement by a quick tap of the foot.
*Available on 1000 Series Only.

Powered Mobile

Passive Aisle Block feature protects people and objects 
in an aisle. Passive Aisle Block requires the user to return 
to the open aisle keypad before opening a new aisle, 
ensuring the safety of other users.

Waist High, Carriage, or Aisle Entry Safety

Infrared safety options that stop carriage movement 
when beam is broken.

Master Control Panel

- No computer interface required
- PIN Code Access for multiple users
- Selective Security with Aisle Lockout
- Fire and Night Park
- Program carriage speed and stopping distance



The Many Options of Mobile Shelving
Mechanical Assist Models

Mechanical assist gearing enables smooth and effortless movement of even heavily loaded 
carriages. Special gearing allows for fewer handle turns for faster retrieval. Available in 
1000 Series and Low Profile carriage heights.

Aurora Condensity

Developed for high density top tab hanging files in drawers and general storage, Condensity 
saves investment, real estate and installation costs. Available in either mechanical assist or 
powered versions.

Aurora Powered Mobile

The intelligent choice for high powered storage applications with plug and play operation, 
selective security - the ultimate in safety. Available in 1000 Series and Low Profile carriage 
heights.

Aurora Side-to-Side

Imagine two or three rows of storage at your fingertips. By moving the front row left or right 
you have access to the back row. This modular lateral mobile is a simple and versatile system 
that can grow with your business.



Planning for Expensive Space
Growth in weed being recreationally legalized calls for an increase in competitors making it 
harder to compete with other dispensaries that also grow weed, some marijuana clinics promote 
new strains or come up with unique sales tactics to get more customers — the best way to be 
able to compete in producing the most weed to sell. Nothing competes better than numbers. 
With most weed facilities taking place in ground-level warehouses, it limits the amount of growth 
that will be done. A way around this is to look for multi-floor warehouses or to build a second 
floor. Not only is it costly but it creates a new work environment for employees that isn’t time-ef-
ficient. With pricey real estate markets even, a single warehouse is expensive. The most important 
consideration in evaluating a potential grow space is ensuring proper ventilation for your crops. 
Cannabis plants require a lot of light, which typically emit a tremendous amount of heat. Without 
proper ventilation and air exchange, producers risk cooking their crop or limiting yields due to 

excess humidity, heat, or oxygen. 

Keeping each leaf indirect light, as well as having enough space to create constant airflow calls 
for struggle. Crowded plants inhibit air movement, which can result in the growth

of mold, mildew, and other pests. Plants need extra care and attention; they need to be accessible 
from a full 360 around the plant. Aisles need to be wide enough to allow multiple employees to 
work from all angles. Proper spacing to plants to ensure they are getting the most exposure to 
light, which produces bud formation Indoor cannabis grow facilities must be in an enclosed and 

secured facility with functional windows, doors, rigid or semi-rigid walls, and a roof.

Running a successful commercial cannabis grow operation is an expensive challenge. While grow-
ers can maintain a higher level of control over humidity, available light, and pests in an indoor 
environment, maintaining proper light levels and staying as energy-efficient as possible are top 

priorities for commercial cannabis production operations.



The Mobile Shelving Advantage

Benefits Gained

Twenty-five years ago, we were providing mobile shelving solutions to law firms, government 
agencies, and into the health care market for records storage. Since then, the computer has be-
come an enormous success, and those paper records would primarily become digitized.  Since 
then we have moved our focus to storage, primarily warehouse storage solutions being Pallet 
Rack and boltless shelving. It was an excellent find and a significant segment of business growth. 
We also learned there was a need for security cages, modular buildings, automated storage 
solutions, and much more, which has provided much more impressive growth to our business. 
Discoveries in the warehouse and the attached market have lead us places never dreamed of, 

including Lab opportunities. It spawned a vast new industry for us, Labs USA. 
Now NationWide Shelving will be selling mobile shelving for growing operations, so far fetched, 
but here we are providing mobile shelving so that marijuana operations can maximize the har-
vest. Not only do marijuana growers use mobile shelving but growing operations of all kinds are 

finding the need for shelving solutions to optimize the use of space. 

NationWide Shelving created an effective and natural solution by reducing storage space by 
three times using mobile shelving. Each shelving unit can be as long as it needs to but are all able 
to move in an efficient way using the mechanical-assist handles. Since the mobile shelving unit is so 
secure, it can support two levels of plants, any lights needed, and fans ensuring the facility reach-
es its full potential. Since NationWide has been around for decades the mobile shelving system 
has already proven to stand the test of time. Because large-scale marijuana growing operations 
is still a relatively new concept, many communities are still developing local building regulations, 
but NationWide’s team has decades of experience in working with local officials and contractors 

to ensure that mobile shelving systems are in compliance with all applicable codes.



Growing Even More?

NationWide Shelving offers all storage products for growing marijuana. Including:
• Wire Shelving
• Drying Racks
• Carts
• Rivet Shelving
• Lab Furniture
• Fume Hoods
And Many More...

Have Questions? Call us toll-free. NationWideShelving.com 
will go to work for you.

In Utah at 801-328-8788
Email: Info@NationWideShelving.com

NationWide Shelving Corporate Offices located at:
2180 Constitution Blvd Salt Lake City Utah 84119

Nationwide at 800-326-4403
Fax: 801.886.2530


